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Your bible, or even better The Book of Yahweh, show this
generation that started in 1934 will string wars, starting in
that fourth part of the earth around the great River Euphrates
and then to all nations. Even the number of people who will be
killed in that fourth part of the earth is shown.

The One referred to as the Savior, whose true Hebrew Name is
Yahshua, foretold of a time period, calling it ‘that
generation’, which would start with mankind’s development of
weapons of war that will darken the sun in that generation in
which they were started.

With that history, we can refer to that time period as the
nuclear or industrialized generation that did not start until
the year 1934.

History

The following article shows when industrialization actually
began.

The Evolution of the Modern Computer. An Open Source Graphical
History (1934 to 1950)
This is the home of the Computer Evolution File. This file
attempts to provide a comprehensive graphical representation
of the evolution of the modern computer for the period 1934 to
1950.
virtualtravelog.net

Yahweh’s Prophet Daniyl foretold of this event in:
Daniyl 12:4
But you, O Daniyl, shut up the words, and seal the book to the
time of The End; many will run to and fro, and knowledge will
be increased.

That increase in knowledge started with the computer. The
computer gives us the mechanics that stores vast amounts of
knowledge. As you just read, it started in 1934.

The industrialization generation also started with the patent
of the bombs that Prophecy says will darken the sun. Notice
the date, 1934.

Leo Szilard – Patenting the Atomic Bomb
Hungarian physicist, Leo Szilard was the first person to
conceive of the nuclear chain reaction and the atomic bomb. He
was noted for his contributions to the fields of
thermodynamics, biophysics, nuclear physics, and the
development of atomic energy.

Leo Szilard was part of the group of scientists that invented
the atomic bomb as part of the Manhattan Project.

Leo Szilard – Nuclear Chain Reaction Patent:
On July 4, 1934 Leo Szilard filed the first patent application
for the method of producing a nuclear chain reaction aka
nuclear explosion. His British patent included a description
of a “neutron induced chain reactions to create explosions”,
and the concept of critical mass. The patent was given to the
British War Office as part of the war effort.
nuclearweaponarchive.org

Now read the Words of Yahshua Messiah in:
Mattithyah 24:21-22, 29, 33-34
21 For then will be Great Tribulation, such as has not come to
pass since the beginning of the world to this time—no, nor
ever will be.
22 And unless those days were shortened, there would no flesh
be saved; but for the Elect’s sake, those days will be
shortened.
29 Immediately, but after the Great Tribulation of those days
will the sun be darkened, and the moon will not give her
light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of
the heavens will be shaken.
33 In the same way, when you see all these things, know that
His coming and The End of the Ages are near, at the very door.
34 Truly I say to you: That generation will not pass away,

until all these things are fulfilled.

For further studies on these Prophecies and the end of this
generation that started in 1934, the Two Witnesses, and the
Seventh Prophesied Work of Yahweh, go online to yahweh.com,
yisraylsays.com, yahwehsbranch.com, or call our office for
information.

Join us on Facebook each Seventh Day Sabbath at 9:00 a.m.
Central Time on the Official House of Yahweh page or go to
yahweh.com to watch Sabbath Services at The House of Yahweh
live.

I promise, you will not be bored or disappointed.

May Yahweh bless your understanding.

Love, True Love,

Yisrayl Hawkins
YahwehsBranch.com

